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Emergence of a systemic semantics through minimal and underspecified codes 
 
In the pursuit of minimalist inquiries it is often assumed that semantics comes for free: semantics or 
‘thought’ is what so-called ‘C-I’-systems incorporate, and the primary task is that of explaining the 
emergence of a syntactic system that interfaces with these pre-given systems, so as to express the relevant 
‘thoughts’. Taking that as a basis, various syntactic constraints are rationalized as answering various 
‘conditions imposed’ by the C-I-systems, in optimal ways. On this model, internal computational 
complexity matches some specific task domain (composing predicates, taking arguments, thematic 
relations, ‘discourse’, etc.). Here I further pursue an alternative, which I argue to be both conceptually 
superior and more in line with plausible principles of economy and conservativity in the building of 
adaptive complexity in biological evolution. In particular, I argue that syntactic structure should , in exact 
opposition to the standard minimalist line, be regarded as radically underspecified with regard to the 
semantic task performed; domain-general principles of organizing information economically lend 
themselves to semantic uses, they engender semantic consequences. The prevalent idea of ‘matching’ 
complexity contradicts the principle that biological evolution does not engineer novel algorithms for 
newly arising tasks. And it is not truly minimalist in duplicating semantic complexity with syntactic 
complexity where there is only one generative system based on minimal codes underspecified for the 
output it yields in different domains. A matching complexity model is preserved even in very recent work 
in the biolinguistic program that assumes semantic complexity to strictly track syntactic complexity 
(Uriagereka, forthcoming). 

Hinzen (2006, 2007a) began pursuing an idea that abandons matching complexity through the 
assumption that structured thought emerges with the very computational system that provides these 
structures; moreover, I argued that the strongest hypothesis is that the computational system in question is 
(narrow) syntax, when appropriately minimalized (the ‘language of thought’ sensu Fodor (1975) is the 
syntax of thought). The externalization of these private languages or codes in a phonetic channel is a 
secondary and evolutionary independent development, irrelevant to the basic principles used for semantic 
purposes. As Chomsky (2006) paraphrases this architectural model of the faculty of language (FL), 
‘optimally designed FL “provides forms that a possible human structured meaning may have”’, which he 
classifies as a ‘more radical conception of the FL-CI interface relation’. Strictly, it implies the ultimate 
non-existence of a ‘semantic interface’ and CI-systems, none of which, I argue, are ‘virtual conceptual 
necessities’. The present model abandons both for a ‘use theory of meaning’ in the sense of very early 
work in generative grammar.  

Fleshing out this model further, I will focus on two issues in this talk. First, I argue that several 
longitudinal studies on seriation in monkeys (McGonigle and Chalmers, 2007) suggest the primacy of 
hierarchical over linear organization, which has long since been assumed for the case of language, even in 
the species investigated; they also suggest the apparently relatively free availability of non-domain 
specific, economic, and minimal relational codes that yield the famed semantic ‘systematicity’ claimed to 
be a prime feature of human linguistic thought in Fodor and Pylyshyn’s classic (1988). That is, systematic 
semantics begins where the relational codes and hierarchical units are in place, and it begins as a 
consequence of them, with their use for a linguistic purpose a historically contingent as well as gradual (as 
opposed to saltational) affair. What language adds to this basic hierarchical and relational organization are 
further principles of information management such as cycles of computation with exit strategies that then 
engender new cycles – all in the absence of invoking particular semantic task domains that motivate such 
cycles by expressive needs. A systematic semantics emerges on the basis of entirely domain-general 
principles whose minimality entails their underspecification.  

The second issue dealt with is that if this picture is correct, another aspect of standard minimalism 
must be wrong, the strict uniformity of syntactic computation as recursive set-formation (e.g., Chomsky, 
2006). If so conceived, as Hinzen (2007b) argues, structure-building will be non-hierarchical in the sense 



of never generating different categories: all it yields is infinite embedding of always the same category. 
Such a categorial non-productivity matches adjunct structures at best, and abandons the very principles of 
organizing information hierarchically and cyclically which lie at the heart of the origin of a systematic 
semantics in the animal world.  
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